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First Goal: Choose the appropriate titles to 
examine.



Query 1
Preliminary search for 
“series of unfortunate 
events” related titles.

SELECT 

    *

FROM

    spl_2016.inraw

WHERE

    title LIKE '%series of 
unfortunate events%';



Query 1 Results:



Query 1 Analysis:

While I hoped to obtain all title related to “A Series of 
Unfortunate Events”, I found that the library only listed 
the 2004 DVD and did not include the books. I visited the 
Seattle Public Library Website to try to improve my query.



Forming Query 2:
From the website, I was 
able to locate the 
callnumber for the relevant 
titles and clean up my 
search for Query 2.



Query 2
Revised search using 

callnumber to find titles 
of interest 

SELECT DISTINCT

    title, callnumber

FROM

    spl_2016.inraw

WHERE

    (callNumber LIKE '%J SNICKET%'

        OR '%J LEMONY%')

        OR (title LIKE '%Incomplete History of 
Secret Organizations%'

        OR '%Series of Unfortunate%')

ORDER BY title;



Query 2 Results:



Query 2 Analysis:

The results gave me all the titles of the original series, a 
few other related titles, and some in different languages. 
Since the complete set was unavailable in languages other 
than English, I narrowed my analysis in the queries that 
follow to the English books and the 2004 DVD.



Second Goal: Examine the correlation between 
the Netflix series releases and the library 

activity.



Forming Query 3:
Based on the Netflix 
release dates, I assumed I 
would see an increase in 
activity at the library 
starting in January 2017. 
To check this, I compounded 
all the Books and the DVD 
and examined the count each 
month from 2016 to today.

Netflix Release Dates:

January 13th, 2017: Books 1-4

March 30th, 2018: Books 5-9

January 1st, 2019: Books 10-13



Query 3
Count of checkout of all 
selected titles by month 
and year using inraw

SELECT 
    YEAR(cout), MONTH(cout), COUNT(month(cout))
FROM
    spl_2016.inraw
WHERE
    title IN ('austere academy' , 'bad 
beginning',
        'carnivorous carnival',
        'end',
        'ersatz elevator',
        'grim grotto',
        'hostile hospital',
        'miserable mill',
        'penultimate peril',
        'reptile room',
        'slippery slope',
        'vile village',
        'wide window',
        'Lemony Snickets A series of unfortunate 
events')
        and callnumber IN ('J SNICKET', 'DVD J 
LEMONY')
        AND YEAR(cout) > 2015
GROUP BY YEAR(cout) , MONTH(cout);



Query 3 Results:



Query 3 Analysis:

We see an increase from December 2016 to January 2017 as 
expected, but we also see higher number at the end of 2016 
versus the beginning. This could suggest reading in 
anticipation of the Netflix releases. The checkout numbers 
are also generally slightly higher throughout 2017 than 
2018, but there is again a notable increase in March 2018 - 
the second release date.  We also notice 2019 has incomplete 
date, but even more so since not all checkouts will appear 
in inraw so we move our next queries to outraw.



Forming Query 4:
Based on the information from Query 3, I was interested in 
seeing an even broader picture. Thus in Query 4, I sort 
only by year not month including data all the way back to 
2006. I also make sure to include the missing data from 
inraw by using outraw to include checkouts that have not 
yet been checked in.



Query 4
Count of checkout of all 
selected titles by year 

using outraw

SELECT 
    YEAR(cout), COUNT(YEAR(cout))
FROM
    spl_2016.outraw
WHERE
    title IN ('austere academy' , 'bad 
beginning',
        'carnivorous carnival',
        'end',
        'ersatz elevator',
        'grim grotto',
        'hostile hospital',
        'miserable mill',
        'penultimate peril',
        'reptile room',
        'slippery slope',
        'vile village',
        'wide window',
        'Lemony Snickets A series of unfortunate 
events')
        AND callnumber IN ('J SNICKET' , 'DVD J 
LEMONY')
        AND YEAR(cout) > 2005
GROUP BY YEAR(cout);



Query 4 Results:



Query 4 Analysis:

Through the years, we can see there was a downward trend 
from 4801 checkouts in 2006 to 1398 in 2012. The total 
checkouts remained surprisingly consistent around 1500 
2013-2016. Then, as hypothesized, we see a significant 
increase to 2699 in 2017 at the release of the Netflix 
series. It is also clearer to see that the overall numbers 
in 2017 far surpass 2018, about 50% more checkout in 2017 
than 2018. Looking at the outraw data, we are also able to 
see more instances in this query than Query 3.



Forming Query 5:
My next question was 
whether I would see an 
increase in library 
checkouts related to which 
title was released on 
netflix at the time. In 
Query 5 I examine checkout 
per year sorted by title.

Netflix Release Dates:

January 13th, 2017: Books 1-4
Bad Beginning
Reptile Room
Wide Window
Miserable Mill

March 30th, 2018: Books 5-9
Austere Academy
Ersatz Elevator
Vile Village
Hostile Hospital
Carnivorous Carnival

January 1st, 2019: Books 10-13
Slippery Slope
Grim Grotto
Penultimate Peril
End



Query 5
Count of checkout of all 
selected titles by year 
grouped by title using 

outraw

SELECT 
    title, COUNT(title), YEAR(cout)
FROM
    spl_2016.outraw
WHERE
    title IN ('austere academy' , 'bad 
beginning',
        'carnivorous carnival',
        'end',
        'ersatz elevator',
        'grim grotto',
        'hostile hospital',
        'miserable mill',
        'penultimate peril',
        'reptile room',
        'slippery slope',
        'vile village',
        'wide window',
        'Lemony Snickets A series of unfortunate 
events')
        AND callnumber IN ('J SNICKET' , 'DVD J 
LEMONY')
        AND YEAR(cout) > 2005
GROUP BY title , YEAR(cout);



Query 5 Results:



Query 5 Analysis:

I highlighted the closest year to checkouts red for the 
first release, yellow for the second, green for the last, 
and blue for the dvd released in 2004. We see a fairly 
similar increase across all titles from 2016 to 2017. Then 
there is a general decrease from 2017 to 2018, but the 
yellow and green titles do seem to decrease less than the 
yellow first releases.



Forming Query 6:
Since the data from Query 5 was a bit broad, I thought I 
would narrow the comparison to be more closely related to 
the release dates. In Query 6 I again examine checkout 
count not grouped by title to have a bigger data set since 
I am now looking at each day, in hopes to see pattern near 
the release dates.



Query 6
Count of checkout of all 
selected titles by day 

using outraw

SELECT 
    YEAR(cout), MONTH(cout), DAY(cout), 
COUNT(DAY(cout))
FROM
    spl_2016.outraw
WHERE
    title IN ('austere academy' , 'bad 
beginning',
        'carnivorous carnival',
        'end',
        'ersatz elevator',
        'grim grotto',
        'hostile hospital',
        'miserable mill',
        'penultimate peril',
        'reptile room',
        'slippery slope',
        'vile village',
        'wide window',
        'Lemony Snickets A series of unfortunate 
events')
        AND callnumber IN ('J SNICKET' , 'DVD J 
LEMONY')
        AND YEAR(cout) > 2015
GROUP BY YEAR(cout) , MONTH(cout) , DAY(cout);



Query 6 Results:



Query 6 Analysis:

In the results, I am able to examine the overall checkout of 
the relevant titles near release dates. I see a noticeable 
increase, with many days in double digits the days following 
each release date. To ensure this was statistically 
significant I also calculated the average checkouts per day 
each year:             AVG 

2016
4.6047904191
6168

AVG 
2017 

8.0567164179
1045

AVG 
2018

7.2459016393
4426

AVG 
2019

11

This indicates that a large number of  
double digit checkout days is in fact 
significant.



Forming Query 7:
I was able to see trends looking at specific days using the 
overall data. My next step was to see if these increases 
were title specific and perhaps correlated to the titles 
released on those dates. Query 7 is thus very similar to 
Query 6 but also sorts the checkout count by title.



Query 7
Count of checkout of all 
selected titles by day 
grouped by title using 

outraw

SELECT 
    title, YEAR(cout), MONTH(cout), DAY(cout), 
COUNT(title)
FROM
    spl_2016.outraw
WHERE
    title IN ('austere academy' , 'bad 
beginning',
        'carnivorous carnival',
        'end',
        'ersatz elevator',
        'grim grotto',
        'hostile hospital',
        'miserable mill',
        'penultimate peril',
        'reptile room',
        'slippery slope',
        'vile village',
        'wide window',
        'Lemony Snickets A series of unfortunate 
events')
        AND callnumber IN ('J SNICKET' , 'DVD J 
LEMONY')
        AND YEAR(cout) > 2015
GROUP BY title , YEAR(cout) , MONTH(cout) , 
DAY(cout);



Query 7 Results:

...



Query 7 Analysis:

Query 7 had far too much and too sparse data. The number of 
checkouts per day was generally one or two on any day with 
checkouts and a maximum of 6. It was therefore not enough 
data to draw any significant conclusions based on titular 
trends.



Forming Query 8:
Day was too specific to try to observe checkouts by title. 
In Query 8 I then decided to look at checkout by title 
based on month. I also focused in on the dates I was 
concerned with, namely the months surrounded each release 
date.



Query 8
Count of checkout of all 
selected titles by month 
near release date grouped 
by title using outraw

SELECT 
    title, YEAR(cout), MONTH(cout), COUNT(title)
FROM
    spl_2016.outraw
WHERE
    title IN ('austere academy' , 'bad beginning',
        'carnivorous carnival',
        'end',
        'ersatz elevator',
        'grim grotto',
        'hostile hospital',
        'miserable mill',
        'penultimate peril',
        'reptile room',
        'slippery slope',
        'vile village',
        'wide window',
        'Lemony Snickets A series of unfortunate 
events')
        AND callnumber IN ('J SNICKET' , 'DVD J 
LEMONY')
        AND ((YEAR(cout) = 2016 AND MONTH(cout) = 12)
        OR (YEAR(cout) = 2017 AND MONTH(cout) = 1)
        OR (YEAR(cout) = 2018 AND MONTH(cout) = 3)
        OR (YEAR(cout) = 2018 AND MONTH(cout) = 4)
        OR (YEAR(cout) = 2018 AND MONTH(cout) = 12)
        OR (YEAR(cout) = 2019 AND MONTH(cout) = 1))
GROUP BY title , YEAR(cout) , MONTH(cout);



Query 8 Results:



Query 8 Analysis:

I again highlighted the release dates red (1st), yellow 
(2nd), green (3rd). It seemed that it is not necessarily 
notable by which title was released, as we see similar jumps 
each date regardless of title. There is less of an increase 
the later releases for all the title indicating perhaps 
people had gone through the entire series after the earlier 
release dates.

Key: January 13th, 2017 (Red), March 30th, 2018 (Yellow) , 
January 1st, 2019 (Green)



Last Goal: Examine reading trends over time



Forming Query 9:
My hypothesis that people reading the entire series 
explains the trends in Query 8 led me to think about 
reading habits. My last question is wondering whether 
checkout to checkin times vary depending on the year. For 
example, perhaps readers brought in by a show don’t 
actually read the book and then check it back in earler. In 
Query 9, I then examine time between check in an check out 
and much of course switch to the inraw table.



Query 9
Count of checkouts grouped 

by year and checkout 
length from inraw

(4 queries)

SELECT 
    YEAR(cout), COUNT(YEAR(cout))
FROM
    spl_2016.inraw
WHERE
    title IN ('austere academy' , 'bad beginning',
        'carnivorous carnival',
        'end',
        'ersatz elevator',
        'grim grotto',
        'hostile hospital',
        'miserable mill',
        'penultimate peril',
        'reptile room',
        'slippery slope',
        'vile village',
        'wide window',
        'Lemony Snickets A series of unfortunate 
events')
        AND callnumber IN ('J SNICKET' , 'DVD J 
LEMONY')
        AND YEAR(cout) > 2005
GROUP BY YEAR(cout);



Query 9 Continued
SELECT 
    YEAR(cout), COUNT(year(cout))
FROM
    spl_2016.inraw
WHERE
    title IN ('austere academy' , 'bad 
beginning',
        'carnivorous carnival',
        'end',
        'ersatz elevator',
        'grim grotto',
        'hostile hospital',
        'miserable mill',
        'penultimate peril',
        'reptile room',
        'slippery slope',
        'vile village',
        'wide window',
        'Lemony Snickets A series of unfortunate 
events')
        AND callnumber IN ('J SNICKET' , 'DVD J 
LEMONY')
        AND YEAR(cout) > 2005
        and timestampdiff(day, cout, cin) between 
0 and 7
GROUP BY YEAR(cout);

SELECT 
    YEAR(cout), COUNT(year(cout))
FROM
    spl_2016.inraw
WHERE
    title IN ('austere academy' , 'bad 
beginning',
        'carnivorous carnival',
        'end',
        'ersatz elevator',
        'grim grotto',
        'hostile hospital',
        'miserable mill',
        'penultimate peril',
        'reptile room',
        'slippery slope',
        'vile village',
        'wide window',
        'Lemony Snickets A series of unfortunate 
events')
        AND callnumber IN ('J SNICKET' , 'DVD J 
LEMONY')
        AND YEAR(cout) > 2005
        and timestampdiff(day, cout, cin) between 
8 and 15
GROUP BY YEAR(cout);

SELECT 
    YEAR(cout), COUNT(year(cout))
FROM
    spl_2016.inraw
WHERE
    title IN ('austere academy' , 'bad 
beginning',
        'carnivorous carnival',
        'end',
        'ersatz elevator',
        'grim grotto',
        'hostile hospital',
        'miserable mill',
        'penultimate peril',
        'reptile room',
        'slippery slope',
        'vile village',
        'wide window',
        'Lemony Snickets A series of unfortunate 
events')
        AND callnumber IN ('J SNICKET' , 'DVD J 
LEMONY')
        AND YEAR(cout) > 2005
        and timestampdiff(day, cout, cin) > 15
GROUP BY YEAR(cout);



Query 9 Results:



Query 9 Analysis:

Contrary to the hypothesis, I found that reader trends 
seemed to remain fairly steady over time with 25%, 25%, 50% 
split between readers keeping the books for 0-7days, 8-15 
days, and over 15 days respectively.



The general trends I was able to 
observe were:

● Checkouts of the series increased in total corresponding the year, month, and 
even specific Netflix date of releases as hypothesized.

● Checkouts did not seem to strongly correlate to which title was released on 
Netflix at that date

● The late of title correlation, but overall checkout increase suggest readers 
largely reading through the full series rather than lining up with the show

● Time between checkout and checkin seems to remain consistent over the 
years suggesting similar reading habits. Further analysis is needed here, 
though.


